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QUESTION 1

Using the Setup menu, the Universal Containers company activated data sync (replication) in the Einstein Analytics
settings. After running the sync, they notice that the aggregate sum of a field within their dataset is different than what
they manually calculated by summing the same data in the Salesforce object from which the dataset was populated. 

Which two differences in the newly synced data can explain this? Choose 2 answers 

A. Differences involving permanently deleted records 

B. Differences involving workflow-updated fields 

C. Differences involving formula fields 

D. Differences involving trigger-updated fields 

Correct Answer: AC 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=000314272andtype=1andmode=1 

 

QUESTION 2

A small Business Intelligence team is overwhelmed with multiple requests to create new dashboards. An option is to use
layout templates to help with dashboard development. 

What are two advantages of using layout templates? Choose 2 answers 

A. Layout templates offer a consistent end user experience. 

B. Layout templates are fast to create because they are fixed and read-only. 

C. Layout templates fdcDigest transformation offer a universal layout thus reducing the hours spent on design. 

D. Layout templates are equipped with design best practices, such as optimally positioned KPIs and filters. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

A dataset is ready for analysis in Einstein Discovery. 

What is the first step a consultant should take after the data is loaded? 

A. Identify data types and define the appropriate data as numeric. 

B. Analyze data columns and decide which, if any, to drop. 

C. Produce a graph of the data to analyze. 

D. Load the data into Einstein Analytics 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A dashboard dataset is growing and the Einstein Analytics consultant notices an impact on performance. The consultant
needs to make a few adjustments. 

Which three actions can the consultant take to improve dashboard performance? Choose 3 answers 

A. Reorganize the dashboard widgets. 

B. Distribute steps among separate pages. 

C. Use SAQL code to join datasets at runtime. 

D. Replace separate step filters with a global filter. 

E. Move calculations to a dataflow. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 5

Default # rows in compare table. 

A. 1500 

B. 1000 

C. 3000 

D. 2000 

Correct Answer: D 
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